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.qolleges ·ce:nsor.pressinwakeof Supreme Court decision

.,

[CPS]-In what may be an outbreak
of partisan feelings as Election Day approaches, or just a building of frustration . toward college papers,v angry
students at the University of South
Dakota, Georgia State University and
California. State University at. Long
Beach have threatened to censor their
campus papers in recent weeks.
. The student government at Cal StateLong. Beach, in fact, shut down the
Union, as an irreverent "alternative"
student paper, fur violating campus prohibitions of "lewd, indecent or obscene
behavior."
'.'Tojust cut off what you find,offensive is not fair, and I think .it violates
' some rights, " Union'ASsociiifCEditor
Ethel Powers said .
. "By 'closing the Union down, they
ciln silence an opposing voice, " Editor
Gary-Stark added. '
, There ,lias been a series of campus
.newspaper censorship episodes since
last January, when the U.S. Supreme
-Courtruled in Hazelwood v.Kuhlmeier
':t~~i
~I$h:s~hooI9fnci~ls 'can regulate

....... ,.,....

"We can't publish without the equipthe, content of student' newspapers if
those papers are run,as journalism labs. ment," Starksaid."ThQY don't want
Some col1eges were quick to invoke the paper to publish." The student,
the ruling. In April, fur example, Cal government, he said, is getting even fur
the irreverent Union's Sept. 26 issue,
State-Los Angeles officials fired Joan
which eontained a satirical supplement
Zyda, the student newspaper advisor,
because they did not like the content of called the "Sexually frustrated Male
Issue" containing a photograph of three
the paper.
Officials at Pima Community Col- semi-nude men and several erotic
lege in Arizona, Chapman College in illustrations.
Although ,Union staffers said the
California, San Jacinto ,College' in
parody was an attempt to help students
Texas, and Western Kentucky Univerlaugh at their frustration in an age of
sity also tried to censor or halt student
papers and cultural events in the wake risky sex, student government leaders
were not amused. In the resolution
of the court's decision in recent months.
In the past, other students, not ad- which closed the paper, the student
ministrators, more frequently tried to government said the issue violated earn, pus obscenity and sexual harassment
censor student papers. "Most-problems," said University of Minnesota
journalism, professor and Associated
Col1egiate Press official Tom Rolnicki,
"involve student governments and
money."
At Cal State-Long Beach,.union staffers said student politicians, who hauled away the paper's computer equipment and cut funding, areretaliating .

policies.
"We just felt that we could do better
things with the money, .. said student
government
President
Roger
Thompson.
1\vo years ago, ,student politicians
blasted the Union for publishing a page
of stick figures engaged in sex. Last
year, bothered by the newspaper's style
and content, the student government cut
the budget from $25,000 to $10,000.
Stark said it costs $40,000 to publish '
the paper annually. The rest of the funding came from advertising.
At South Dakota, Greeks, College
Republicans and dorm government officials pressured student government to
stop funding the JiJlante, the campus

paper, because of its content.
Greeks and dorm government officials said the paper is biased against
them, while College Republicans claim
the Volante "glorifies Democrats."
Student government President Tim
Glyim, however, said funding will continue for the paper. He hopes to convince the paper to increase its coverage
of its critics, but does not want to cross
a "fine line" and regulate what goes
in the paper. "How do you tell a student newspaper what to write?" he said.
JiJlante Editor Mary Warcjeka said
the criticism comes from student
government leaders who hope to ride
to the presidency on a wave of antiVolante sentiment.

','.',

Kathy Drury, a BSU Bookstore worker, gets a new friend, Becka the goat, Nov. 5 at the Bookstore. Drury is
a member of the Big Sister, Big Brother program and the goat is part of a benefit drive to raise money for the
program.
Photo by Brian Beckar
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Know before you vote;
see page 9.

Frat buys insurance with trash
Garbage,:refuse, trash. You know, the
stuff nobody wants. It is not worth
anything, ,right? Well, it is to Kappa
Sigma fraternity. On Oct. 8 and 9, they
conducted their sixth annual Les Bois
River Clean Up. According to Dave
Landers, co-chairman of the fundraising and community service,committee, the trash-a-thon raised "in the
neighborhood of $1,000....
"This is' a iinditional event," Rush
Co-chair Zane Cram said. "The money
that we've generated in past times has
gone to things that we do need, and
right' now we need our ',liability. in, surancc. Instead of generating froin the'
members, we generated from the fundraiser."'"
,
. Cram said,"Soit helps us out a lot.'
We didn't' use all the mone>: for, the"
insurance-which is very expensive fur
a house like we have-we used some of

us, Constitution and allow the imprisonment of American political
dissidents in the event that martial
law is ever declared.
Coverup, Behind the Iran-Contra Af
fair, now playing at The Flicks, is a • The CIA involvement in running
drugs since the Vietnam era.
documentary which probes beyond the
The film includes portions of the
arms-for-hostages scandal of 1984 and
into even more "sinister" covert opera- Iran-Contra hearings and dozens of intions involving the CIA and the White terviews with ex-CIA operatives, congressmen and other elected officials, exHouse.
"It's a frightening film. Every contra leaders, drug runners, a Costa
American should sec it before it's too Rican judge, lawyers, and journalists.
According to Dr. Jane Forakerlate," said Michelle Hall, Boise.
"The overall apathy and ignorance in Thompson, a BSU criminal justice professor, "communism has been a scare
this country is putting our constitution
in a crisis situation, and if citizens of tactic, since the cold war era, to get'
this country don't stand up and defend people to back deceptive government
their rights and liberties, certain. groups policy." She added the people who
of people are going to take those rights keep this fear going arc the arms dealers
lind certain multinational corporations
away from us, I think this film clearly
which care only about profit. They prey
shows that," she added.
Russ VanHorne said the movie raises on people who love their country and
many questions but thinks it falls short do not know any better, she said.
"I believe morals are important," she
of providing concrete evidence to support its claims. He said the movie said. "'We only weaken our society and
created a desire to seek more informa- - moral fiber when we resort to the kinds
tion on the subject and he would recom- of tactics used in 'the means justifies
the end' rationale," she said.
mend it to others.
"Notice needs to be served that we
Coverup, produced in 1987 by the
non-profit and non-partisan Empower- will no longer put up with this type of
ment' Project, attempts to show a desecration of our constitution and
process,'''
Forakershadow government made 'up of democratic
Thompson said. "The constitution is
assassins, arms dealers, drug dealers,
former CIA operatives and top U.S. a beautiful document and we need to
military personnel, deliberately broke live by it," she added.
The movie is being distributed on
laws to influence world politics and
make a profit. Some of the claims the home video and film internationally and
is currently showing in 40 cities across
movie makes include:
• A Reagan/Bush deal with the Ira- the ' United States. It \II'3S recently
nian 'government, whereby Iran chosen, as best documentary at the
agreed to hold 52 U.S. hostages until Chicago Film Festival.
Tom Alibrandi, KIDO's "Morning
after Reagan was inaugurated in exchange for millions of dollars in Line" host, credits the movie's success
to "people power." "People Power" at
arms.
• The assassination attempt of Eden the grassroots level is moving this film
Pastora, an ex-contra leader, was ap- from city to city, allowing others to see
proved by U.S. governmental of- it, hesaid.
Following each show, Alibrandi or
ficialsto turn American feelings
against the Sandinistas and in favor Foraker-Thompson leads a discussion
of the Contras.' (eight people, in- for viewers,'
Alibrandi and' Foraker-Thompson
cluding an American journalist,
said the film is not directed against any
were killed in the bombing.)
.A government plan to suspend the one political party. "It is,not a Demoby Bob Franklin
The University Nell'S

Inside

by' Cynthia, Yuen
The University Nell'S

F·ilm on Jran-Oontra-scarrdel-ralses
'questions about government control

it for the Ronald McDonald House,
which is a charitable event. We did a
community service."
According to Landers and Cram, the
fraternity's liability insurance cost
$650. Of the remaining $350, '15 perccnt went to the Ronald McDonald
House and the rest of the money went
into the Kappa Sigma House Fund.
The Boise chapter of the Ronald
McDonald House was chosen toreceive
the money in a vote by fraternity
members. "It was brought up among
the members and we all thought it \Y3S
a great idea. It was something out of
. the blue, youknow7 'Let's give some
money to ... 7', .. Cram said.
"Actually, what we're trying to do is
disprove the 'Animal House' attitude.
We're not a bunch of drunk party
animals. We care about whatwc're do. ing and.we're here f~r a good reason.
We are- here to support our fraternity
and our fraternity is here to support us
and school," Cram said.

erat bashing or a Republican bashing
film," because abuses of power have
been committed by Republican and
Democratic adminstrations, Alibrandi
said. The purpose of the film is to expose what was done in the past, and to
encourage people to regain control of
the constitution, he added.
Tom and Kathie Gatfield, Boise, said
they would like to get more of this kind
of information, such as t1iat presented
in the movie, into the public eye.
"What's upsetting is that you will
have a hundred people go in and watch
this and only two will stand up and say
something," said Tom Gatfield. "We
don't have anyone who will say, 'Sign
up, if you're interested! We'll discuss
this and make plans to organize.' There
arc organizations out there now that
view things differently than we do, who
think that things like, this really
shouldn't be discussed in pubic."
According to Gatficld, the power
people arc trying to discourage ordinary
citizens from government involvement.
Many people will "tune out because
they feel they have no power and that
the government is going to do what it
wants, ' regardless of what the voter
wants or what the law says," he said.
Some movie-goers have seen CoverUp more than once. "This is the second
time I've seen it, and tonight I brought
four friends." said Steve Whetton,
Boise. "There's a lot of crap going on
that shouldn't be, " he said, and added
people should seethe movie before the
election.
Foraker-Thompson and Alibrandi encourage people who viewed the film to
contact local news media to find out
why the information contained in the
movie is not being covered on a local
level.
Foraker-Thompson said many people
are hiding their heads in the sand and
pretendingthere.is not a problem. She
said people need to read more news
sources and start playing the roles of
responsible citizens. '
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I Startma~ing' credit pur.-]
I chases IMMEDIATELY I l~e'
will send you a Members •
Credit Card at· once withl'
NO CREDIT CHEC~ •.Duy lmy.
Jewelry, Clothing,Sport-.
i~gGoods,Wntches,
Elec-.
tronics & MOREl All with.
installment payments out1
of our "Giant 100+ Pages'
Catalog.1I Take 12 months'
to repay. Your personal:
credit card is a-second.
I.D.-valuable
for check.
cashing, etc. plus your
Students Credit ~rbup·
A-I reference will be on
file to help you obtain
other credit cards. So
send in your $5 catalo~
deposit now. (refundable
with your first order)
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Homecoming royaltY.announced
BSU junior Eric Love of Idaho Falls and senior Pam Willey of Kamiah '
were crowned Homecoming king and queen for BSU's Homecoming
weekend.
Love 'MIS sponsored by the Black Student Union and Wtlley 'MIS sponsored by the Barrier Busters. Stuart Blanchard of Barrington. TIl., and
Kimberly Paurley of Boise were crowned as prince and princess. Blanchard was sponsored by the BSU Spirit Squad and the BlackStudent
Union sponsored Paurley.
.
Finalists for Homecoming royalty were Gerald Carlson of Mercer
Island, Wash., David Cotner of Boise, Ron Craig of Midvale, Becky
Bastian of Boise, Thelma Lopez of Wilder and Cindy Rosen of Jerome ..

•

Canned food drive for Uof I game.,
Football fans attending the BSU·U of I game on Nov. 19 are urged'
to bring a canned food item to donate to the Salvation Anny food bank.
Cash donations will also be accepted instead of food. .
:,'
The food drive is sponsored by Working Partners, who will have,collection barrels and cash buckets at each of the four enu:anc~sto Bronco Stadium.
. .
. .
. ,
The Salvation Anny and Working Partners encourage all fans to con-.
tribute one can of food or a cash donation to help those in the Boise
area who are in financial need. .
.'
, ,

$3.85/hr. & up
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BSU puts 32, in "Who's ~ho"
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The Student Union &
Special Even'ts Center have
interesting jobs available
-in several areas.

r
(or roor MOllry Blckl

.'

In Brie

Thirty-two BSU students hilVe been selected for .lnclusion in the
1988-89 edition of "Who's Who Among Students in American Univer- ,-,
sities and Colleges," based on academic achievement, service tQ the
community, leadership and potential for continuedsuccess.
,
This year's students are: Holly Anderson.Kellie Branson.Culley, Phil. ,
De Angeli, Rebecca Ford, Isadore Gourneau III, Ellyn Hanks: Andrea'· ,I
Jackson, Jeffrey Johnston, Diana Lamm, lames McColly. Joseph Moore,
Rick Overton, Todd Reed, Jeffrey Russell. Karen Scheffer .and Ran-idall Yadon of Boise; Valerie Cleverly, Carol Dick, John Hibbard and
Cindy Obendorf of Nampa; Jody Johnson of Challis; Mark Wheeler
of Coeur d'Alene; James Lehosit of Emmett; Eric Love and Cindy ~n~ ,
dall of Idaho Falls; Clay Shockley of Kimberly; Marilyn Kennings of
1\vin Falls; Diane Fuhrman of Weiser; Gerald Carlsonof¥erce~ Island.
Wash.; Maribeth Connell of Butte, Mont.: James Edwards of Winter :
Haven, Fla.; and Larry Thrasher of Redmond, Ore..
' ..

To apply, stop in and see Virginia
in the Reservations & Catering Office,
across from the Bookstore

Word processing made simple.

Non-trad centers offer supports ,','
Building resources for self and family development are. topics of upcoming workshops and support groups sponsored by the BSU Southwest
Center for New Directions at the Adult Learning Center. ,'.,'
,
Classes are open to single parents and displaced homemakers in Boise,
Nampa, and Mountain Home.
. .
Boise classes will be held at 1110Vennont unless otherwise specified.
To register, call 385·3278.
'.
. '
Nampa workshops will meet at the BSU Canyon County Division,
2407 Caldwell Blvd. To register. call 467-5707, ext.. 303.

.

~

,

!
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cont, discusses venture capltal
Alternative sources of capital formation in Idaho will be the focal
point of the second annual Venture Capital Conference. scheduled at
the Red Lion Downtowner in Boise Nov. 14 and IS.
Speakers and panel members will include some of the most successful
entrepreneurs and business professionals in Idaho today, as well as capital '
formation professionals from Outside the state, The conference begins-

1

Nov. 14 at 8:45 a.m.

rdprocessi

.

f

•

,

The conference is sponsored by the Idaho Economic Development
Center and the BSU College of Business. For more information con-:
tact Ron Hall at 385-1640 or Jim Lanham at 385-1839, : " :,': , '' :
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AT YOUR STUDENT ELECTIQN :

FOR SENATOR ..AT-LARGE:
\
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WEDNESDAY, NOV. 9th
THURSDAY,
NOV. lOth

..

t

9 am to 3 pm both days
(Wed. 9th, StUdent Union only-9am
Talk about manual labor. The only
thing more complicated than most word
processors is their'instruction
manuals.
You can wade through hundreds of
pages of "user interfaces" and "output
fonts" or try something tar simpler: The
Smith Corona PWP 3 Personal Word
Processor.
Using PWP 3 is truly 'an exercise in
simplicity. Our easy-to-follow Tutorial
DataDisk te~ches you that moving blocks
F"r

of text is a snar, deleting words is a
cinch and insettiag words is effortless.
In fact, PWP 3 is so incredibly simple
to use; you can pick it up in practically
110 time.
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of
your time reading about \vriting.
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VO-TECH LOBBY
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-------------N~gativ~campaign~successfulstra~egy say BSU profs
"

,
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,

thinks a better organized effort by the ecstatic to capture two" of the legislative ability to equate Dukakis.with George
:by Chu~k McKay
Democratic Party in
County will seats in Ada County, Moncrief said, and McGovern, Jimmy Carter and Walter
:77le U"il'ersity News
Mondale has been very damaging to
gain them some legislative seats, Ac-' "would, feel like they had done a good
Dukakis. "These new Democratic
cording to Moncrief, the most serious job if they won one" of the seats.
Even, though the national and local
liberals are seen as condoning social
challenges are being mounted by Mike,
Freemuth said the expanding role of
elections are more negative than usual
disaster, such as gay rights, and being
Burkett against James Risch in a television in national campaigns is parthis year; it is not a new phenomenon.
weak on defense,': Freemuth said.
county-wide Senate race, Linda Clark , tially responsible for this campaign
This is the conclusion of Dr. Gary
He said the Democrat's problem is
against Rachel Gilbert in the District 17 _ corning across as more negative than
Moncrief, BSU political science departin keeping the white-, blue-collar and
race, Marjorie Ruth Moon against Boyd
past campaigns. Freemuth said that
ment . chairman,
and Dr.: John
Hill in the District 21 House race, and because most Americans get their in- Southern vote. These groups have tradiFreemuth.ipolitical science professor.
formation from television' news or tionally voted Democratic, according to
"M~t ~P1e srrJ that they do not like James Hansen against Jack Kennevick
in the' District 20 House race:
advertising, it provides a "medium to
negative campaigns, but it is Clear that
Burkett has a campaign organization
get that negativity across."
they are effective," Moncrief said.
which iswel1 organized and financed,
"Dukakis underestimated Bush. Jim
: ,Moncrief distinguished negative camsaid Moncrief; He said Burkett is Baker, Bush's campaign manager, is a
paigning as an attack on the candidate's
by Emmanuella Mavromlchalls
benefitting from a substantial anti-Risch very astute politician.:. a smooth
position on the issues or past perforThe University News
feeling in Ma County brought to fhe strategist," Freemuth said. "People
mance, while mudslinging is a personal
forefront when Risch supported Rachel need a reason to vote." Bush gave the'
attack through innuendo or associating
A cashier's training course? Who
Gilbert's opponent in the primary
American public his vision for the
a candidate with tenuous alliances.
election.
country while Dukakis attempted to needs it? Common sense and a couple
"The' increasing' role of the media,
Ironical1y, Moncrief viewed that tac- make competency the central issue of of hours on the job training is all you
particularly video, is not conducive to
need. John-Byrne, instructor of the new
tical error as giving Gilbert a boost in the campaign, according to Freemuth.
talking 'about 'issues," Moncrief said.
Cashier's Training Course at BSU
her re-election bid. Gilbert has admitFreemuth said he views Bush's labelHe addedit also' makes visibility more
disagrees. He said knowing how to
ted that she was caught sleeping during of Dukakis as a liberal as being in.advisable,
operate a cash register does not necesing Clark's challenge in 1986. Moncrief strumental to Bush's success. Although
, Moncrief cited the overpowering adsarily make one a good cashier.
said these factors are making it even Dukakis has developed a strategy' of
:vantages of incumbency as a primary
Each training course lasts three
:motivation for chal1engers to use . tougher for Clark -to pul1 off an upset defining himself as a liberal in the tradithis year, though the education issue tion of JFK, FDR and Harry Truman, 'weeks, and, Byrne said, students in the
.negative tactics. He' said, "The
should help her.
according to Fr.cemuth, i~ may be to,o course are made aware of the imporchallenger has so few resources."
"The Democratic Party would be 'late to tum the tide. He Said that Bush s tance of attitude.
In the local races, Moncrief said he
"When we put the class together, we
asked retailers what they wanted from
their employee," and most agreed a
"good attitude" is important, he said.
,
In addition to developing good ating. Fettucini Alfredo is my, "quiche"
across the television screen in prime
/>y 'Ibm' Lloyd ',',
titudes, students also receive hands-on
and
my
gauge.
It
is
served
only
after
time.
.
,77,e Universiiy News
experience with cash registers and elecA slower step up only because they 3 p.m. They have daily specials of meat
tronic scanners, Byrne said. Classes .on
Ifanythingabounds, it is the fast food have the mien of a restaurant are Burger which cater to construction worker
ethics, policy and procedure, use of
eating
habits,
the
variety
being
lasagne
&
Brew
and
Busters.
B&B
has
been
restaurant, there are a' variety of them
other equipment, learning how to fill
and
spaghetti
and
veal
parmigiano
up and'do~n'Broadway'Avenue, and a around forever, only the name occaout application forms and job-hunting
WednesdrrJ
is
the
all-you-can-wolfcouple (Blimpie's and Papa Joe's) over sionally changes. But no matter what
skills also are part of the course, he
the name, the ambience is the down spaghetti, garlic bread, salad
on Capitol Boulevard.
added.
special.
same-dark.
, The basic fast food staples on BroadThis session of students include two
A
word
of
caution.
Don't
go
there
for
At one time, mugs and actionshots
:way include, hamburgers, chicken,
men and nine women, who range in age
a
covert
assignation;
it
is
naturally
well
south of the border gringo style, piz- of Bronco football players besplattered
from 18 to retirement age, Byrne said.
the enclosure. Now the Little House on lit. During the wanner months, a semiza, potatoes familiar and 'unrecogThe class can accomodate 14 students.
discreet
patio
overlooks
Broadway
the
Prairie
is
the
motif.
Their
menu
is
nizable, and condiments of need and
, This course is also taught at the Colsorts. The places are known to one and the basic Baskin-Robbins of ham- Avenueand appears to be a great place. lege of Southern Idaho in Twin Falls
to
escape
school's
pressures
and
con.all unless· you have been chained, burgers with the American idea of "if
and North Idaho College in Couer
a little is good, a lot is better." I had template options after a disastrous test.
'underneath a porch in the hills.
d'Alene.
Similar courses are taught
Murphy's or the fern place, as one
a southwestern burger. It was listed as
One place stands tall when it comes
around the country.
person
calls
it,
is
easily
recognized
by
having
green
peppers,
and
I
inquired
if
to making no pretense about grease, and
According to Byrne, the classroom
they had green chilis instead. They did. all the green-not greenery. Murphy's
that is' basical1y what fast food joints
is a simulated check stand, and the roles
is
definitely
Yuppie,
but,
surprisingly,
I was ecstatic until the concoction
are, no matter the angle. The giant
of customer and cashier are plrrJed by
:among the greasy spoons is little 01' was placed before me, I opened the the prices are not outergalactic. The
students. He said the lab is designed to
menu
docs
represent
some
curious
burger
to
find
whole
green
chilis.
I
love
College In & Out: .No frills, no thrills.
help the cashier-in-training deal with
eclecticism,
however.
green chilis, but this was, ridiciulous.
)t is the kind' of'phice that, no matter
difficult customers and various cirThen
there
is
Cobby's.
If
you
want
had a burger
where you are, there always is one.' My companion
climstances which arise in true-to-life
They ,will. not be advertised, and the somewhere under an absurd mound of a sandwich of your choice, Cobby's is
situations. He said the students have to
the
place.
guacamole.
If
you
are
hungry
for
name will be different, but they are the
realize they have "an obligation to the
These
last
four
places
I
have
menmassive hamburgers, B&B is the place.
same. ' They· have their own special
customer, " and added the customer is
tioned
do
serve
mind
altering
IibaBuster's could be called the Internablend pf grease. It is the local flavor.
really the boss.
tional House of Hamburgers. They have
,Ohyes, their prices are lower, because
A new session is scheduled to start
See
'Fast
Food,
,
page
12
some
variety,
albeit
only
in
the
eventhey are not busy spl~shing their names
Nov. 21. According to Byrne, the course
costs $275, and financial aid mrrJ be used to meet or defray costs. Upon comGeneral Elections Nov. 8
pletion of the course, students receive
ASBSU Elections Nov. 9 & 10
a Vocational Certificate stating their
new retail skills.

Ada

, Freemuth, in recent election. Ronald
Reagan tapped into this voting bloc with
his idea the government was out of control, he added.
If the Democrats lose this presidential race, in a year when they expected
to have an excellent chance of winning,
Freemuth predicts a battle within the
party as they struggle to define their
platform.

BSU trains better cashiers

Localeaterles profiled for fun and profit
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Lisa Pitts, a community member who
has worked as a cashier off and on the
past five years, said experience on the
'job ismore important than classroom
experience, and "it's not the same in
classroom. Personally, I would not
pay $275 for a course like that. Obviously you have' to have a good attitude; you're selling the customer
something, so you have to smile and be
polite. "
Katherine Poole, who is now completing the cashier's training. course,
said she lost most of the use of her left
arm and could not continue working as
a waitress. When she applied for
cashier positions she was always asked, "Well, what experience have you
got?" Now she will have a certificate
of completion and classroom ex. perience behind her.
. Betty Darland, a former waitress,
said she is amazed at the things she has
learned since starting the course. She
said the course deals with "every aspect
~of customer relations," and it is
especially good for people who have
never, worked as a cashier. She 'said
with the help of the course, students
will be prepared to handle difficult
situations because they probably dealt
with it in class.
Burns said, "It is a very misunderstood class," and added this
course has a lot to offer and is already
a success.
He said one student had trouble getting a job before starting the class. She
was scared, Byrne 'said, and lacked
confidence. She was hired by Albert,~ons, he added, and the class made her
realize she "could do the job as well
as anyone else," he said. ''Any figure
projecting demands for this category of
work, for the next 10 years, states that
cashiers are usually in the top three, in
~ some in they are even in the top one, "
he said.
Mostof tlle students said the course
would opencarcer doors and help them
earn more than minimum wage. Most
also said they expected·to make a better first impression on perspective
employers.
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ESSAYS a REPORTS
16,278 to choose from -1111 subjocls
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ASBSU

SENATORAT'-LARGE

SENATOR.AT-LARGE

When elected l'il work toward:
,.. Preventing ~':i?SSivestudentfee
increases.
• More engineering cl~
at BSU.
.Better parkinglpossible parking garage.
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FOR A GROWlNG BSU
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.
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Mall hype gets out of hand
Boise has a mall,and
all is right with the world.'
..
The day it opened, Channel 2 did its 5:30 news broadcast from the mall.~e
opernng
shot was of Anchor Ron Bird, script in hand, floating to the upper floor via escalator.
That was the same dayGov. Andrus said "no" to toxic and nuclear waste t~port
and dumping in Idaho, but that was. the second story. And that came halfway .mto the
30-minute broadcast.
Apparently,
Mrs. Cunningham's
Ice Cream store no~ being able
to meet the 10 a.m. opening because of last-minute
problems wa~ more Important:
But Channel 2 is not a lone villain in Boise Mall Hype. They simply created their
share. From all we heard about the mall in the weeks leading up to the opening, it was
like campaign year political rhetoric compressed
into a few weeks. And, like a cam}tdign full throttle, it was impossible
to escape.
..
Boise was the last state capital (0 have a mall. So, now that we have one, are we
legitimate?
Do our laws mean more? Will ~l our state'~ probl.ems be solved because
our state capital finally has a new mall? ,Which store will Cecil. Andrus shop at, Victoria's

Secret or Sears?
.
disgust with the Mall Hype comes from the fact that nearly ~OO,OOOpeople have
complained
about, plotted, planned, cherished,
dressed up for, dreamed of, and hung
on waiting for something
which represents
capitalistic
avarice that Americans
are so
famous for. We hope there were no visitors from foreign countries here to witness such
embarrassing
behavior. The clips on the news of the mall's opening moment, with y,'O~en
running to get their shopping bags, were nauseating. We expect that kind of behavior
in children, but grown women? We hope never to be stuck in an elevator with such people,
But again, it isn't completely
their fault. Mall Hype is at the root of it all. And what
is at the root of that? The big "C'!.-capitalism.
. '
.
We are not categorically
opposed to the mall. It does provide jobs, and malls are kind
of fun, especially in the winter, where everything
is under one roof. But w~ seem to
prefer downtown shopping. The merchants are usually local, the stores don t all look
alike, and there is fresh air to breathe in between stores. At the mall, between stores
one can either breathe cigarette smoke (shouldn't that be illegal"), gooey sweet candy
stores, over-Powering
perfume or New Age incense 'coming from one of those little,
generic-looking
boutiques.
But we're confusing
mall with Mall ,Hype.
Being idealists we wish the excitement those women showed runrung through the newly
opened doors at the mall could be guided in a direction that wou~d s~mehow help
humankind,
or nature, or the Ronald McDonald House, or the state historical museum.

Q!Jr

...
b" Karen Kammann
The University Neil'S
It's true the average person, no matter what
he or she may think, has input into the governmem. But college students in Idaho and a few
other stares C3.11 hJ.,'e more direct input than most
people imagine,
..
TheJdaho S'tiile Intercollegiate Legislature
had its fifthsession last week. and I attended.
The legislation passed included bills and resolu- .
tioris ;''lri'inr:: out-of-state tuition for' foreign
students wbo-""-""ltto teach their nati ..·c language
and culture: Cha.l'u'-ing t.'r.: flat $20 fee criminals
pay into the Crim; Wctinls Compensation fund
to the minimum; redcfiriinz sexual assault and
raising the minimurn.semen"Ce for it, eliminating
common law marriage; and supporting the
lottery, All of that legislation will be put into the ISH
Journal of Acts and Resolutions to be presented
to the state legislators in January. They will.
when they receive the book:, know where the
delegates from Idaho's colleges and universities
stand on those issues.
. But the input goes beyond that. The authors
and sponsors of those bills and ISIL's officers
can lobby for those bills and find legislators to
sponsor them.
If any of the bills are sponsored, their authors
may hve the chance 10 present them to the state
legislature. Melody Murphy. a former member
of South Carolina's collegiate legislature, and
one of the inspirations behind ISIL, present
three pieces of legislation she wrote to her state

We are not against shopping or buying expensive goodies once in a while to re~'3Td
yourself because I personally think that's okay. But the women and the Mall Hype reminds
us that weird priorities are still alive and well in Boise, Idaho-the
last capital to have
a mall.
So now that it has been open for a few weeks, was it a let-down for those who waited
20 years for the grand opening, kind of like Christmas is when you're a kid? Now t~at
the mall is open, the anticipation
is over, what can possibly fill the void, the feelIng
of an anti-elimax?
A bigger mall?
Most everyone who needed to has binged on material items which d~ nothing for
the soul but do make them look good. Hopefully, those who bought into the hype have
discovered that buying the items in the mall is no more fulfilling than purchasing them
- downtown.
And maybe in an act. or acts, of an unconscious
cleansing process, they
will give of themselves
toa world, to a nation, to a people that could really use the
same enthusi'!Sm and energy as they show for Mall Hype.

~~~-

Homecoming festivities well ·planned
Editor, 77le University News;
I would like to publicly acknowledge and
thank the organizers of the 1988 Boise State
University'S Homecoming Pep'Rally and Bonfire. Having been a cheerleader for three years
and t1iis year a devoted fan and participant in
activities on campus, I have had occasion to see
four years of such affairs at Pep Rallies. I am
happy to say that this year I have been pleasantly
surpriSed and satisfied with the job done. PeoPie like Bruce Klein, Paull
Schneider and

legislature. She said at the ISlJi goye:m~(s pan- '
quet it was a frightening. and wopdprfu! Honor.
She also' said that" is: wh~t : C:olJ~giate
legislatures are about: HaviJig\vhat ;;h'e.~filied
"a direct pipeline" to thelegislators .. Not t~at
ISIL is or ever will be a lobbyingorganizatloh.
It's a non-profit, educational group. and the peopie who participate in it learn' about how the
government works. about laws and how they
work. about parliamentary procedure, about :
ethics.
,
Nevertheless, attendance at ISIL was down
by almost half this year. Various problems.
especially the graduation of some ofISIL's founding members, resulted in a lack of pre-session
publicity and fewer delegates.
,
ISIL is nowhere near dying out through lack'
of attendance. but it is a shame't)J:jt.:~it~,~n>
opportunity like ISIL. seats wcrelef) blflp'ty: .:
If the idea sounds like a good one :to)\lu'"get .
involved. Call 385-1292 and talk,to R"o6c;rilig, : '
who is acting as delegationchair.Start'tliink':'
ing of laws you would like to sec' changed i,Jr:.
repealed or put on the books:. There 'are peo; , •
pie in the elegation who wil,1 help ypu :w,ri(c ;
legislation.
.'
: : ~: ' : . : ' :,' : '
Spring session is in April, and fall.sess,ion ~ill, •
be next October or November: That may'squhd,'
like a lot of time, but by the !inle:you.~a./e:de~(t"
with school and work (nono 'mention "Yh.at~vCr:'
kind of pc.<rsonallife you can firid:rill)c:fdr). a';
few months, or even a year, is ',vcr}..little tjnj~:,
to figure out what you want to tell.the l~glslatt\rc:,
about how (his state's laws shOUld, ?c.;., ~
'
. ,.:.:.:

«,
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Starting Over class says th~nks for book~:

Mark Johnson need a heatty pat on the back.
This year's rally was interesting. innovative an(J
well-pacCd. The particulars of the program ..vere
both ;innovative, (i.e., the "indestructible"
video) and traditional in the participation of the.
Band, Spirit Squad. ManelineDancers,
Football Team and a very successful Bonfire. Let's
hope that BSU will try to keep'some continuity
to events like this. Once again - Bravo to those
involved!
Casey Hapgood

Editor, 771l:University Neil'S:
As non-traditional students at BSU, we would
like to thank Kellie Branson-Culley for taking the
time and energy to write the book Staning Over.
We love the simplicity of the book, and we find
it very informative.
.'
It can be ovcrwhell,lling, to say the least, to
make the transition to college life after being
out of school for several years. Kellie BransonCulley has been a great help in answeri!1g
numerous questiol\li we have had. It is our hope
that BSU finds the means l~ print more copies
of Staning Over. It is a comforting feeling knowing that there is someone out there helping the
"non-traditional"
students.

.Gerald N: Karlson
Noyan Seltz~r:
David Stucker,
CharlesS~!isbury
Sherry: Mait<ix
Christy McCormick
Sus~na: ~ergdo'li
Mary' Parh
Shauna Melander
Darla, Stockhmil:
Mary Cloud',
Kathy Swift,
Sharon L. Patterson:
Shmon Dak¢
Linda ~cyd!

Lottery: both sides foolish, vote as_you like
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Editor. the University News;
The que-stion is: how did anyone get so excited about either side of the lottery issue in the
first place.
Look at the contestants,.In one corner stand
the pro-lottery idiots, still overwhelmed by tlleir
first-$IO Keno victory at Cactus Pete's last
winter. They keep up with the Jonescs-Orcgon
Jones. California Jones-further proof that new
ideas don't surface in Idaho but most of the old
ones come here to'die (see also: Right to Work,
Unitary Tax, raised drinking age).
Ah, and in the opposite comer is "Consider",
a.k.a. Friends of Brigham Young. Here are the
.distant relatives, of such moral upstarts as
brought you witch hunts, public flogging, creationism and prayer in pUblic schools. The length
of their fund-raising rolls has been enough to
win over lottery backers. Money talks, and these
birds have got boo-koo bucks.
Neither camp of do-gooders can see past the
end of their noses; I mean, why did the stupid
issue ever come up in the first place? Gambl-

ing zealots insist that the "inoner will go'to fund
education. Ask yourself: what kind of trouble
are we in that whe.n we can't get our legislatorg
to fund education reasonably we turn to shallow
gimmickery?
.
This is (or ....as.anyway) a republic, On election day, oust the nimrOds ~ho vote for low
education budgets; it is the only' r<.:alsolution,:
The lottery isn't a cure-all for anything. N()thing.
stops Tom Boyd find James Risch from playing
hide the hot dog with Ihe rest of the state's
budget, 'leaving education with a net gain of
nothing. And what kind of trouble arc you asking for when you tic your most important public
service to such a volatile and lmprcdictable funding source?
It's high time we, stopped inventing new crut.ches to deal with ongoing political handicaps:
Vote how you W'dnton this absurd, ridiculous
comedy. Who really cares?
,
-- Reactionally yours,
.
John Smith

November 7, 1988 The University News
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long: BSU students, staff say ',Vote for Burkett'

Editor •. The UniVersity News;

Heather Denton .
Jerry Carlson
1bdd Larson
Reese Barker
Duane Christensen
Mark Colin
Ron Craig
Sonia Bukosky
Terrie Jones
Suzanne' Pfefferle
Cindy Hartley
Duane Lee Boyle
Lisa Olson
Celestin Smith
. AmyLim
Malcom Paul
Sojourner O'Conner
S.T. Mack Sermon
Marcella Odmark
Shaun Conrad

:Jim Risch has represented Ada County for too
l~'ng. His tactics as the State Senate President
Pro Tempore: have created bad feelings across
party lines. We think it's time his power games
came to an end.
'Mike Burkett •. on the other hand, is a
moderate and respectable man 'who seeks to
replace Risch. Mike Burkett offers hope to.
everyone educated in Idaho that their experience
is the best it canbe, Mike Burkett offers hope
to small business that the state will encourage
their, growth and expansion. Mike Burkett offers hope to all that reason and honesty can be
brought to the State Senate.
..
, We, the undersigned; students and faculty at
Bl'JU. support Mike Burkett in his bid to become
theSehator-for' ALL of Ada County.

..
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BEFORE YOU
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DISTinCT
20
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DISTRICf 20...

. "Young. energetic and in touch with the wishes of a
changing constituency.
Mr. (Jim) Hansen would serve
District 20 well."
The Idaho Statesman
October 29, 1988

!

Paid for by the BSU College

Democrats

Josie Sandmeyer
Pat Reilly
Rick Overton
Mark Bieter
Karen P. Scheffer
Randall Yadon
Patrick Moore
Deanna Lenz
Joel Sanda
Greg Meyer
Clint Baines
Laurel Smith
Troy Paulsen
Shannon Donahue
Jeff Curnes
Ross A. Dinkelspiel
Jay Beecham
Virginia Stenson
Ahmad Kharuddin
Michael Fairchild
Bethany Connell
Will Spearman
Caroline Grcy
Lisa Day
Myra Meiers
Kyle Kitterman
Lee Foster
Kevin Bittner
Jeffrey L. Johnston
Lora Jacobson
Britten Smith
Thomas Conn
Marisa Klein
Phedra Harris
Jerry Bausman
Melonie Trudeau
Estelle Miller
Clareen Schaecher
Tom Kinsey
Debra Peters
C.J. DeJong
Roddy Glasby
Jeff Duggan
Robert Hermann

Shannon Allbright
Marjorie Geier .
Deanah Messenger
Greg Korn
Sandy Rankin
David Hall
Scott Bever
Jo Anne Russel
Mary Dawn HC:ipel
Sharon Boltz
Margaret Bergin
Margi Walker
Jim McAllister
Natalie Corallo
. Polly Breneman ,
Erin Holzer
Shellee Smith Daniels
Calvin H, Campbell
Cathy Fasig
E. Machelle Migneault
Amy Meyers
Darren Brennan
, Alexis Pike
Colene Hamil
. Deborah Roberts
Gertrude Arnold
, Clay Shockley
Rob Shockley
William C. Eddins, Jr.
Martin W. Scheffer
Isadore Gourneau
Tamara Fricke
Cynthia Oravez
Phil Matlock
Wendy Daniels
Valerie V. Cleverly.
Russell M. Tremayne
Suzanne McIntosh
Seana Sperling
Virgil Adams
Jann Saindon
M.B. Lamm
Monique Anguiano
Jill Nelson

B

. FIRST Idaho Appearance EVERf-

.Wed. NOV. 16 thru Sun. NOV. 20
BSU PAVILION
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All nCKElS $2.00 OFFI
KTVB Ch. 7 FAMILYNIGHT IN PERSON:

.

B.SH BOX OffiCES (PaVIlion,
MOfT;scn Center. Student Union But/ding) and all
Thu, NOV. 17
,
7:~OPMt SELECT-A-SEAT outlets includin~
• .,.A.
Fn. NOV. 18
7:"OPM THE BAZAAR (PatkC8n18Iprd
wo.rt-~
Sal NOV.19
11:00AMt
:
7:30PM gate in Boise), ALBERTSON'S (Boise, Nampa.
Sun. NOV. 20
1.30PM
5.30PM CalcJwel/ & Ontario) GEM STATE SPORTING
tSAVE $1.00 On Kids Ages 2·J JI
GOODS (Mtn. Home), and POPCORN ALLEY
Compliments
of K·J06 ~106rrn (Meridian) (c""",mence d1a'lle added at outlets)

••••••
• YOUR BEST· • • • • • •
ENTERTAINMENT VAWEI
AU SEATS RESERVED •

. ..,
BY PHONE: (208) 385-1766

$8.00 -$10.50
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II .
I

CARD {C<XWCmCflCe
cha'lle added

PERFORMANCE

DESlREO:

SEND ME:

DATE

No. Adult Tickets

@

(Xl pi""",

orders)

in lhrs adand

TIME

$

=

$

No. Child Tickets @ $
= $
{Agcs2·Jlj
Convenience
Charge per Mail Order = $
of Check or Money Order

=

1

I
I
I

2.50

$,--~-

NAME

I

ADDRESS

.•

CITY

I
.1

DAY PHONE

I.·

Fill out lhecoupon

mail today!

DAY

Total Amount

II

BY MAIL:

gol;':'ii4n,jfjol;Joljj':SjM.jjMto'ohj

I
I
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"Mike Burkett knows that inorder to bring progress to
Idaho, we have to invest in our universities and colleges.
Mike willhelpmake thathappenwithout the partisan
I
1 bickering that.has plagued our legislature in recent
I years.Join me in voting for Mike on November 8th."

Mon.·Fri.

PRICE INCLUDES TAX 10 AM to 4:30 PM • Use VISA or MASTER

. Information: (208)385-3535
Group Rates: (208) 385·3705

STATE
'.

NEVER

.

1

ZIP
NIGHT PHONE.

.

.

ItlAIL CASIII' Make check or money order payable t~ SELECT-A-SEAT. Please enclose
self.addressed,
stamped envelope for prompt .retu!n of tickets..
.
MAIL TO: Disney's WOrld On Ice. cJo BSU PavJllon. 1910 University Dnve.

•
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•••••••••••••••••••••••
,.,
..:.~"."""!"------
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- Rick Overton

Vice President. ASBSU.1987-88
ASBSU Award/or Excellence, 1987-88
University Ambass~dor .
Member BSU Honors-Program

Vote for Mike Burkett on Nov. 8
Paid: Burkett for Senate, Nick Miller, Treasurer
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New Hampshire's Poet
Laureate to read his
work at BSU on Nov. 9
The versatile and eclectic author
Donald Hall will present a reading of
his work Nov. 9 at 7:30 p.m. in the
Student Union Lookout Room.
Hall, the poet laureate of New
Hampshire, has authored more than
20 books of poetry, prose, short
stories, 'essays, biographies and
children's stories. Hall is the last
author to be featured in this year's
Writers and Artists Series.

A Touch of the Poet

······C·A
.. .

resumes in SPEC
SPB series to feature
Mickey Rourke films

Red· Hot Chili, Peppers
to heat up Election Day'
The fast, furious sound of the Red
Hot Ghili Peppers will heat up Election
Day in the BSU Student Union
Ballroom Nov. 8 at 8 p.m.
The Portland-based band Slack will
also appear. The concert is sponsored
by the BSU Student Programs Board.
BSU students may purchase tickets
in advance at the Student Union Union
Station for $6 and at tne door for $12.
General Admission tickets are
available at The Record Exchange,
Spike's Records and Tapes and Union
Station for $10 and at the door for
$12.

The films Rumble Fish and
A Prayer for the Dying, both
featuring Mickey Rourke, will
be shown on the BSU campus
this week as part of the Student
Programs Board film series.
Ronald Reagan Comedy Clips,
Bedtime for Bonzo and
Nicaragua: No Pasaran are also
featured this wee\,<.
Rumble Fish, starring Matt
Dillon, plays on Nov. 11 and 14
at 7 p.m. . A Prayer for the
Dying, in which Rourke's
character is an IRA terrorist,
will be shown on Nov. 13 at 7
p.m. and on Nov. 16 at 3:15
p.m.
Bedtime for Bonzo and
Ronald Reagan Comedy Clips
show on Nov. 7 at 7 p.m.
Nicaragua: No Pasaran focuses
on the continuing crisis in
Nicaragua and its struggle to
survive in the face of massive
U.S. economic and military
pressure and will screen on
Nov. 9 at 3:15 p.m.
'.
All the films wJ!l be shown
in the Student Union Ada
Lounge. Admission to all SPB
. 'sponsored movies is free to
BSU students with activity
card, $1 BSU faculty, staff and
high school students and $2.50
general.

..'
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Mon.,
The BSU theatre arts department
and the Idaho Shakespeare Festival
continue the performances of A TouchSPB
fill
of the Poet for Boise audiences Nov.
. .'.'. p.m.,Stt
11-13 in' the Special Events Center at . ..:
Student
8 p.m.
films are
The production celebrates the,
:.activity (
centennial of playwright Eugene
staff and
O'Neill's birth. Set outside of Boston
$2,50 g
in 1828, the play revolves around
Joe Col
Cornelius Melody, an Irish tavern
on The t
owner who can't forget his brief days
p.rn.i Stt
of glory as a British officer fighting
sponsor!
Napoleon. His memories and pretense
Program
of gentility poison his relationships
requests
with his family and friends.
Tickets are free to BSU students,
Beaux'
$11 general -admlsslon, $7 senior
annual
citizens and $3 for high school
through
students and are available at all
Boise AI
Select-a-Seat outlets.

Tues.
Electiol

Non·tra
.Suppor1
speaks'(
noon- 1
Clearwa

ON STAGE
Barkley's
Comedy Club·
Nov. 9-13, Robert Jenkins
The Bouquet- Nov. 8-12,
The Club
Dlno's· Nov. 7- 12, Warning
D.J.'s- Nov. 8-12, Methods of

Dance
Sunday Brunch, 10
a.rn, - 2 p.m. with Kevin Kirk
Lock,Stock
and BarrelNov., 8-~2,Billy Braun Band
Misty's Lounge, Red Lion
Riverside·
Nov. 11& 12,
Primetlme
SandpiperNov. 9.12, Rod.
. Dyer Band

...

ToddS
. '. '. professo
.
Style 'of.
', .. "HistoriCG

:.'88,3:p.1
Lounge

Fllck's-
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: ,',Slack,-1
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Former Dead Kennedys
singer to, speak at BSU
It's not a musical message that
JelloBiafra,
former lead singer, .
lyricist and chief songwriter for the
punk rock group the Dead Kennedys,
will bring to BSU Nov. 16, but one of
censorship.
Sponsored by the Student Programs
Board, Biafra will speak in the BSU
Ballroom at 8 p.m. In 1986, the' Los
Angeles City Attorney's. office charged
Biafra with distributing
harmful
material to minors. The charges
stemmed from the inclusion of a poster

by Oscar-winning
Swedish artist H.R.
G!ger entitled Landscape.No. XX:
Where are We Going? in the Dead
Kennedys third album, Frankenchrist.
The attorney's. office deemed the poster
pornographic.
.
.
Biafra, who. faced a $2000 fine and
a year in jail, was ultimately
acquitted, but not before he spent
$70,000 in his own defense. He did
not let the battle end there ..:"
Because of his experience, he
helped form the San Francisco based
No More Censorship Defense Fund and
tours the country giving talks on the
issue of censorship and performing
spoken word readings of his poetry and

lyrics.
Tickets for Biafra's appearance are
$5 general and $3 for BSU students,
faculty and staff and are available at
all Select-a-Seat outlets.

Faculty Artist Series
presents organ recital
compositions by German composers
J.S. Bach and Dietrich Buxtehude and
French composers- Wid or, Mulet and
Morancon.
Oakes is the associate chairman of
BSU's music department and has taught
music theory and organ at BSU since,
1966.
Tickets for the recital are free to .
BSU students and faculty, $4 adults
and $2 for students and senior
citizens. All proceeds go to the student
scholarship fund of BSU's department
of music.

BSU's Cunningham Memorial Pipe
Organ will fill the Hemingway
Western Studies Center Auditorium
with the melodious sounds of an organ
recital by BSU faculty member Donald
Oakes. The concert is on Nov. 11 at
7:30. p.m. as part of BSU's Faculty

ArtlstSerles.
BSU percussion 'professor John Baldwin will contribute to the
program with a marimba solo and then
join Oakes in a duet performance of
Paul Creston's Meditation. The
program will also include

lL~E.NDAR·
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film, Bedtime for Bonzo, 7
Student Union Ada Lounge. All
mt Programs Board sponsored
are free to BSU students with.
ty card,'$l BSU faculty and'
md high school students. and
I generaL
'.'
;ole, Vietnam veteran speaks

'e Effects of Agent Orange, 8
Sludent Union Nez Perce Room,

.ored by.the BSU Student
ams Board, $2 donation

Wed., Nov. 9

Looki ng Ahead:

SPB film, Nicaragua: No Pasaran,
3:15 p.m., Student Union Ada Lounge

BSU Orchestra
music department

Donald Hall,
sponsored by
Artists series,
Union Lookout

SPB film, Rumblefish, 7 p.m.,
Student Union Ada Lounge

poetry reading,
the BSU Writers and
7:30 p.m., Student
Room

x .irts Societe's
22nd
al ~rtS' for Christmas - Sale
~hrrav.,3. 10 a.m .. 5 p.rn.,
Art Museum

Dr. Joe Gross speaks on
Modernization and the Eskimo of
Alaska, sponsored by the BSU
Anthropology Club, 7:30 p.m.,
Student Union Ada Lounge

S.,INov. 8 .
ion Day!

..

Vote!

traditional
Students
ort Group, Darlene Townsend
[s'on.Dealing with Test Anxiety,
'- 1 :30 p.m:/,Student Union
water Room:
Shalla!; 8SU history
ssor; .speaks .on The Paranoid
'of.Amerioan Politics:
ricaf.Rettectkms on Campaign
.p.m., -Student Union Ada
Ie
. ", ',',

liol" Chin 'Peppers

In
ert with .speclal
guest
c, -8 p.m:',·Student Union
10m,.ticketS·:$6 BSU students
Ible at'Student Union Union
In,$12·atthe
door; $10
:al;available;at The Record _
mge.,-;Spike'sand SludentUnion
I:Station'and $12 at the door.

AC/DC & Cinderella,
Pavilion

8 p.rn.,

Sat.,

all day,

BSU Orchestra
concert
finale,
Center

Festival
4 p.m., Morrison

A Touch of the Poet, 8

SPEC

Escape to Ski, Warren Miller. ski
film, sponsored by Bogus Basin Ski
Club, 8 p.m., Morrison Center,
tickets $7 available at all Select-aSeat outlets.
Michael
Martin
Murphey.
and
Patty Loveless
in concert, 8
p.m., Pavilion, tickets $12 available
at all Select-a-Seat outlets.

Nov. 12

. Football,
BSU vs, Eastern Illinois,
1:30 p.m., Bronco Stadium

Volleyball,
BSU VS, Northern
Arizona, 7:30 p.m., Human
Performance Center

Veteran's

Sun.,

.

..

p.rn.,

Nov.. 13

SPB film, A Prayer for the Dying,
7 p.m., Student Union Ada
Lounge
A Touch of the Poet, 8

p.rn., SPEC

.

Mon., Nov. 14

Nov. 11
Day,

BSU open

Jello Biafra, founding member of
The Dead Kennedys, speaks on
censorship, 8 p.m., Student Union
Ballroom, sponsored by the Student
Programs Board, tickets $5 general
and $3 BSU students, faculty and
staff available at all Select-a-Seat
outlets

Thurs., Nov. 24
Thanksgiving!

7th annual
Gifts for all
Seasons Bazaar through Nov. 13,
sponsored by the Women of BSU, 9
a.m.-8 p.m.; Student Union Boisean
Lounge
BSU Orchestra
Festival,
BSU Music Department

Wed., Nov. 16

School

Holiday!

Don Oakes, organist, Faculty
Artist Series, 7:30 p.m., Hemingway
Western Studies Center

Thurs., Nov. 10

Fri.,

all day,

A Touch of the Poet, sponsored
by the BSU theatre arts department
and the Idaho Shakespeare Festival,
8 p.m., SPEC, tickets are free to BSU
students, $11 general, $7 senior
citizens and $3 high school studenis
available at all Select-a-Seat
outlets.

sled
I

Fest/val,

SPB Film, Rumblefish,
Student Union,Ada Lounge

7 p.m.,

AND
OTHER
STUFF
The Bogus Basin Ski Club will
sponsor the Idaho premier showing ·of
Warren Miller's Escape to Ski 0 n
Nov. lOin the Morrison Center at
7:30 p.m. Tickets are $7 from all
Select-a-Seat outlets... KTRV Channel
12's Late Night Movie on Saturday,
Nov. 12 is the Money Pit. Worth
wading through the. plot, or .lack
thereof, to laugh at Tom Hank's .
character. Check it out at the really
not so late hour of 10:30 p.m ...
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a magics/treat',

Theatre for Deaf's 'iKilJg of Hearts"
. bY

.Jane Fritz
The University News
It is theater for everyone, but, you might
not think so at first. It begins as pantomime
and .explodes into a riot of sensations which
entertains and evokes laughter and wonder,
dancing INIllIf your heart like a stolen
treasure.
.
On OCt. 28, the College of Idaho's Jewett
Auditorium surged with energy at the
remarkably creative performance of the National Theatre for theDeaf's King of Hearts.
Adapted by the company from the film by
Philippe de Broca, the play is wonderfully
mythical and delightful.
The program notes the storyline and the
setting: ..... in a French village boobytrapped by the German army. An allied
soldier, drafted to find the bombs, doesn't
realize that the local citizenry-everyone
from the bishop to the madam-are
actually
the lighthearted and Iightheaded inhabitants
of the local loony-bin. By the time he gets
wise, he's been crowned the people's King
of Hearts and has found love, madness and
sanity, all in one day."
The story unfolds in a fashion unlike the
film-these
actors.are deaf, so they animate
the spoken word with Sign Language. Lines
from the script are sculpted; words are
heard and seen. This is not theater of
limitations; this is theater of unlimited
possibilities.
The story's wise fools are like those from
Shakespeare-possessing
a greater
understanding of life than those who are
supposedly sane. In this case, the "sane"
arc those who choose war as their game.
The play captures the audience with physical
poetry and sends them smiling into the
realm of imagination,
The National Theatre for the Deaf has a
21-year tradition of communicating with
their audience in distinctive ways, while
developing works for the stage from unusual
sources. Another alchemy was their production of Homer's The Iliad in which they uscd Superbowl motif, hence: "The Iliad, Play
by Play."
Transforming novels into theatrical gold is
a National Theatre for. the Deaf hallmark

..

which brought them a Thny Award in lm7.
and outstanding reviews from six contirients;
additional proof that acting is truly a univer- .
sal language.
.
Former Broadway scenic designer David
Hays founded the National Theatre for the
Deaf and became its artistic director after
working with Arthur Penn' and Anne Bancrofton The Mimcle Ifbrker. His personal
discovery of the sculptural beauty of Sign
Language led to developing its possibilities
on stage. Hays' dream has become a professional ensemble of deaf and hearing actors
and ODe of the most highly regarded theater
companies which has performed in all 50
states.
Th stage the comic and touching play,
Hays worked with King of Hearts director 1.
Ranelli. "We're not doing the .movie, we're
doing the story," he said.

-

by Stephen J. Mlchas'
The University News
The premiere of solo and duo piano music
by Canadian Composers Oct. 30 turned out
19 be a stupendously original program of
some of the most dramatic music ever to
resonate the walls of the Morrison Center
Recital Hall.
The concert, directed by BSU Piano Professor Madeline Hsu premiered several
works from current Canadian composers,
many of whom Hsu met this past summer
while studying Canadian music. According
to Hsu: many of these composers took up
where earlier more notable 20th century
composers such as Debussy, Bartok and
Messiaen, left off.
The performance began with fourshort
compositions; "Impressions" from Rhene
Jaque's Suite for Piano, "Horse Ride", by
Talivaldis Kenins, "Pavane" from lean
Ethridge'S Suite for Piano, and a "Bagatelle"
written by Violet Archer. These were performed by BSU piano studentsBarbara
Mathisen, Alan Brinton, Cheyrl Anderson
and Lori Berger, respectively.
"Impressions" was haunting and left the

........

laugh, sign, dance.ipantomime,
play':-he
paints ..
His abilities are remarkable. He uses a .
tool with three brushes to paint rows of
marching soldiers, and a Io-foot extension'
pole while painting the face of the
clocktower.
.
The stages and sets are quick-draw canvasses for Baird, and the .impact is
powerful-splattered
red paint Is thrown
against the silhouetted soldiers. Tension
.
builds as imaginary boots, guns and b100d
replace the. joyous dancing of moments
before.
In the. end, the King of Hearts forsakes
his military mission to join his mad friends
in the asylum, dressed down to boxer shorts,
knocking at the gate, bird cage in hand. .
It's a poignant reminder to enjoy life; This
theater truly is for everyone.
.'

IIIIIIII.

listener in an extremely contemplative state
of wondering. "Horse Ride" was rythmic
with much character, evoking a nurseryrhymish "riding the bobby-horse" style with
a sensitive, melodic middle section.
A pavanne is a slow stately court dance of
Spanish origin. This particular one was
cheerless, yet emotionally piercing with
notes of cynicism within slowly resolving
dissonances. The "Bagtelle," played with
lively animation by Lori Berger, was
rhythmically interesting and contained an array of melodies.
The next four pieces, "Dance" by Oskar
Marawetz, "Strangeness of Heart" by Harry
Somers, "Elegy for a Misty Afternoon" and
"In the Stillness of the Seventh Autumn"
both written by Brian Cherney, were performed by profesor Hsu.
The "Dance" by Morawetz was very
reminiscent of Bartok with rhythmic drive
and dissonance. "Strangeness of Heart" was
quite melancholy, yet extremely poetic and
emotional in a Romantic period style.
Somers is one of Canada's most important
composers- and has written music for stage
and film.'
The two works by Brian Cherney were

liliiii

Our style-cut is a cut above a hair cut
and the next best thing to a perm. It
combines a great looking hair cut with
blow dry styling. Just $10.50 for men
and' $12.50 for women. And it makes
you look like a million without
spending a fortune
NO APPOINTMENT

NECESSARY

good examples of why he is one of Canada's' .
most imaginative composers. He' uses avant- .
garde devices in his works, such as silently"
depressing piano keys while playing others .'
for the purpose of sustained resonances, or' .
plucking the Strings inside of the piar1O'anii', ~•
experimenting with different sonorities.:Thc'
piano becomes a new instrument; w,ith::<: :,',
Cherney exploring all its possibilities. ': >,;.:'
"Elegy" was dreamy and free without any'
accented notes, utilizing a device called"
.
spatial notation which employs unrhythrnical .
harmonics. "Stillness" was an even more' .'
imaginative and original work, basedupon a, ,
series of six chords, mirror images' of each: .,: ' .
other, reflected from one register of the,
'
piano to the other.
.'.
So imaginative is this piece that listeners
might imagine anything from the creation of .
the earth and the universe to a motionless .
and frozen winter world. When the piece
ended, nearly silently, with a quotation from
Debussy's "Dead Leaves" prelude, the audience remained quiet and still before breaking into genuinely appreciatve applause.

>:
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See 'Piano,' pi1$e 9 .
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Shopping

~

AN OASIS FOR WOMEN

$17.95 Per month
NO ENTRANCE FEE and UNUMITED USE,
.Aiul you don't }mve to be in shape tojoin.

THIRD DIMENSION CUTS
Fairview & 5 mile
Franklin

Garden City Fred Meyer Center
Center

State Street Albertson's

Marketplace

618 East Boise Avenue,
Eastgate Shopping Center

A seperate truth for
Science and Religion?
NONSENSE!
Truth Is one and lndlvIalble.

'The HistoriCal rctlg10M
have fulflUed their mtoaloM.
'rbe uncompromlslng
lIC8rch
lor truth Is the hope of

n

THE COSMIC WAY
SOCIETY

• U.8. chartered. non-p",nt
Internatlonal moral m01'CDlent.
Get Involnd In buI1dlnc • new
way of nr. IlDd your coomJc aeIl.
12-1'-.:"' COSMIC MANIFESTO
by ..... dIn& $1.00 for mailing
and hlmdIIng coela to:
~
COSMIC WAY SOCIETY
P.O, Boz 8382,
Ho.. ton/Tz 77004

, .....

"

HOW TO SAVE $10
ON YOUR NEXT PERM.

Make It Your Law

for Life.

. Of the company's 11 actors, nine are deaf.
Asmge crew of' four and a company interpreter round out the troupe from
Connecticut.
Forbis debut in King of Heims, professional actor John Eisner, who is not deaf,
studied an entire year learning to play the
cello, an important and creatively used prop
designed to romance the hearing audience.
He learned to read and speak Sign
Language for the play. As a hearing person,
Eisner speaks and reads many- of the parts
for the play. In this role he works with hearing actress Marcia Tilchin,
The creative-weaver-of-storyin
King of
Hearts is artist Chuck Baird, set designer
and painter. Throughout the play, Baird is
on stage, drawing and painting nearly as fast
as the eye can see, weaving his visual story
with that of the other actors. As they speak,

Canadian premieres make for moving piano:". ':.',

Buckle Up,

Idaho!
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344-6619·
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ASBSUelections Nov. 9·10
lbdd Reed, incumbent:
I. Continued growth of BSU and student
services.
2. New funding system for.clubs,
3. Support of special projects for clubs:

by Karen Kammann
The University News

~h(n~xtpiece

put the audience on more
again featured. this time soloing with the
familiar ground. harmonically, with-the
"Etudes in Sound" by Francois Morel.
"Concertino for 'TY.u Pianos" by ThIivaldis
Morel was influenced by Debussy and
Kenins. Kenins studied with French comRavel. Consequently, his compositions are
poser O. Messiaen. Much of his music
characterized by much tone, color and rich
demonstrated the French influence, yet this
harmonics. These "sound etudes" were expiece had definite jazz/blues elements, as in actly that, containing whole spectrums of
the complicated, contrasting harmonics and
sound colors held together by strong
flustered passages. "Concerti no" was played rhythmic pulses.
by BSU graduates Robyn Riggers and Debra
The next composition was the most exThompson;
' , '
hilirating and uplifting of the entire concert.
Next "Prelude: Quest" and "Etude IV'"
The "Country Round" from the Ballet
were performed by BSU graduate Vicki
"Bird Phoenix," written
Clermont Pepin,
Greenfield, .These were written by Jean
was played by Luann Fife and Lora Keeley.
Coulthard, "Quest" is complicated
"Bird Phoenix" was originally a ballet ar- '
rhythmicallyand
represents an inner search
ranged for two pianos. It contains jazz
into uncertainty and unresolved personal in- ,elements and a melody which tells the story.
securities, It is a very expressive piece; con- It is triumphant and uplifting with a happy
veyedeffcctively
by pianist Greenfield. The ending.
"Etude'thad.violent
driving rhythms and
The final selection was Michael C.
ended suddenly.
Baker's "Capriccio for Two Pianos,"
Thy next two pieces were written by
dramatically performed by graduates Debra
Steven Gellman. "Poem" was performed by Thompson and Linda Jo Fisher. Baker is a
Phyllis Morey, and Trina- Moore performed
neo-classical/nco-Romantic
composer,
'
"The Waqior:: Somewhat similar to the
though he employs contemporary harmonies
Cherney com~o's.ittol)s, "Poem',' is loosely
and voicings. "Capriccio" is an exotic piece
consrtucted and particularly effective in con- with emotional surges typical of the Romanveying mood, in this case uncertainty turntic period which makes Baker's music
ing toanger, "Warrior" was a similarly
bridge the old and new. It is a difficult
violent, piece with widely contrasting
piece, technically and interpretively, and was
dynamic ranges and special, pedal effects.
profcssionaly and beautifully performed by
Next" graduate Debra Thompson was
pianists Thompson and Fisher.

Elections for the ASBSU senators at large will
be held Nov. 9 and 10 at polling places in the
Business building, the Student Union, the
Education building and the Library.
These senators at large, and those also elected
in the spring, represent the entire BSU student
population. Each full-fee paying student may
vote for one candidate in this week's election.
Senators from the different schools and colleges,
including a graduate senator, are elected in the
spring, when the ASBSU president and vice
president are elected.
The senate meets to discuss and pass legislation every Tuesday and Thursday at ,4 p.m,
Caucuses are Thesdays and formal meetings are
Thursdays, and both are held in the Student
Union Senate Chambers and open to the public.
People interested in upcoming legislation may
testify before the' Senate by contacting the president pro tempore and asking to be' placed on
the agenda. '
Results of this week's elections will be announced Nov. 10 at approximately 7 p.m.
Following is a list of candidates, in the order
in which they will appear on the ballot. Included are their lists- of what they see as major
issues, and, where available" their stands on
those issues. The issues and stands are quoted
verbatim, including spelling, grammar and
punctuation from the candidate information
sheets the candidates filled out for the ASBSU
election board, but the separation of the issues
into numbered lists was added by The Univer-,

'?l

Curtis Osterloh:
I. There should be an all-night study area
for students/extend Library hours over
finals week.
2. More liberal parking regulations/a more ,
open-door policy to where the funds do
go.
3. Bookstore
& us prices/We
should
organize a student sale of their own text
books to cut out the Bookstore as ithe
middle.
4. More information available from teacher
evaluations to the students.
Cory Haun, incumbent:
I. The growth and future advancement of
Boise State University. .
2. More campus oriented activities.
3. Better student involvement
in the
university.
4. Positive attitude about our university.
5. Better teacher evaluation system.
Steve Moser:
I. New Addition to SUB-Against.
.2. Student parking-Need
more.
Jeff Kezar, incumbent:' No candidate information sheet filed.
Dan Perata: No information

sity Neil'S.•
Karen Scheffer, incumbent:
Phil Bartle, incumbent:

available.

Students who want more information about
becoming involved with ASBSU should call
385-1440. In addition to the Senate and Executive branch positions mentioned, there is a
student Judiciary branch and a number of boards
which require student-at-large members. Additionally, the Student Programs Board and the
ASBSU Election Board are composed entirely
of students.

No issues listed.

No issues listed.

Ron Craig, incumbent:
I. Parking
2. Expansion
3. Student services
4. Involvement
5. Club funding
6. Resident housing
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BOISE'S NEWEST .
LADIES FACTORY OUTLET
EXCLUSIVEL Y FOR WOMEN
FANTASTIC LOW PRICES ON ALL THE NEWEST STYLES AND COLORS FOR FALL.
AND WINTERI
YOU CAN'T BEAT THE PRICES AND VALUES ANYWHEREI
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The newest sweater styles and colors in .'
Jr., Misses, and'L~. sizes.
Values o~
to~
YOUR PRICE _ $10.00 to
AN UNBEATABLE
JORDACHE JEANS
,'values to ,$18.00
,'YOUA PRICE'

A Wide Range of

FLEECE TOPS

Values to $26.00
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$29.00

VALUE
YOUR PRICE

'.$10.00-$13.00

~G I TAN 0 ~100%C9nON
GITANO
PANTS
values,to~
YOUR

PRICE' ,

$13.00 to $19.00-

$28.00
HAND PAINTED
HEART P~INT

Flee~e Top
FROM FIRE
A'~Value
YOUR PRICE

'$lQ.OO
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who had gained very few yards in the
first two quarters faced 80 yards.
'No problem!' must have been the ofIthad been said the Boise State Bron- fense's reaction, Six plays later.Duane
co football team couldn't win the games Halliday tossed an lI-yard touchdown
they are favored or picked to win. Not strike to-Terry Hefner, who did an inany more. "I'm just very pleased with credible job of holding on to the ball
a win," BSU Head Football Coach Skip as he was spinning in the air from two
Hall said after.his team routed instate ferocious hits by Bengal defenders just
rival Idaho State 31-10 Nov. 5.
as he caught the ball. Mike Black's exAnd the true meaning of the victory
tra point kick made it 7-3 with 1:23 reis "there's no question we're in the big maining in .the half.
one now," Hall beamed, referring to
The Broncos were wide awake and
the Big Sky Conference championship
ready to stampede. After ISU couldn't
game against the other instate rival,
move the ball, .Bengal punter Randy
Idaho, Nov. 19.
- Nate readied to punt deep in their own
But the meaning' was almost lost in territory. The Broncos readied, too. The
the first half. The Broncos had three snapped ball created a flurry. of activiturnovers-two
on their first two ty. Nate toed the ball, but instead of finpossessions. Fortunately for the visiting ding air, it found Anthony Brown's
Broncos their defense was ready to play., arms. The ball bounced back into the
"Our defense did a great job tonight Bengal end zone" and BSU's Shawn
in shutting them down at critical
Eelis pounced on it. Black's PAT made
times," Hall said.
it 14-3 with 21 seconds still left.
The Bengals could only muster three
In less than two minutes the Broncos
points from all the gifts the Broncos
had gone from ignominy to rapture.
gave them, and those three points look-"
"When we blocked that punt for a
ed as if they would stand up for an ISU touchdown," Hall said, "I knew that
halftime lead.
was going to be a very key play in the
That is, of course, until the offensive ballgame. "
'
unit had its back to the wall, yards and
Those rampaging Broncos of bygone
yards of green turf to go, and in the days were awakened. Black opened the
neighborhood of about two or three third quarter with a 42-yard field goal,
minutes to do it in.
and BSU never looked back.
"Itseems like our' offense has to be
The host Bengals were.able to cut the
threatened or has to be in a hurry up Bronco lead to 17-10late in the third
fashion before we really get serious
quarter, their first offensive score in 13
about it," Hall said about his last- quarters, but BSU was not going to be
~econd offensive's forte to come back. winless ISU's sacrificial lamb.
It was ISU ahead 3-0; 2:16 left before
Not quite two minutes deep in the last
the midway break, and the Broncos quarter, BSU's Chris Thomas five yards

by Tom Lloyd
The University News

I
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to score his sixth Bronco touchdown
and give BSU a 24-10 margin.
Later, just for insurance, Halliday hit
a streaking, then leaping,Jon Youngblood
at the two-yard line. Thoinas again did
the honors on a sweep around right end
and it was 31-10.
ISU called "uncle," replacing their
talented quarterback, Jason Whitmer,
with Joel Jund.
"It was a difficult game to play
because of the extra-curricular stuff that
was going on out there, " Hall said
about the number of penalties called on
both tearns. "We had to reaIly work to
overcome some of that.
"But I'm very pleased with a win. A
win on the road against a rival team is
always a hard thing to get and four
players fought hard to get this one.
"We gave up 10 points, but, with all
the field position and the' turnovers that
the offense.gave up tonight, I thought
our defense did a tremendous job,"
Hall said.
The BSUBroncos will play the Idaho
Vandals next in a winner-lake-all game
for the right to represent the Big Sky
Conference in post-season play. But
first, the Broncos must play a tough
Gateway member, Eastern Illinois.
"We have two games left, " Hall said
after the game. "Two weeks that are
very important to this program and obviously, we want to get better as-afootball team."
Eastern Illinois, who beat I-AA fifthranked West,ern Kentucky this week,
will bring 'a deceiving. 5-5 record to,
Lyle Smith Field Nov. 12. Game time
is 1:30 p.m,

Sportscene

Volleyballers sti/l rolling in spite of Montana scare
Game time Nov. 10 is 7:30 -in the
took on the number two team, the Montana Grizzlies in Missoula, Mont. The Human Performance Center.
fired-up Broncos swept the match 15-7,
*
*
*
Those Boise State volleyball women 15-12,15-7to remain undefeated in conjust keep rolling right along, but not ference play, 14-0, and 19-5 overall.
Students need to pick lip tickets for
BSU hosts Northern Arizona Nov. 10
without a scare.
Against the Montana State Bobcats, then travels to Weber State two weeks the BSU-Eastem Illinois game before
BSU won the first game 15-7then drop- later for their regular season match. If .5 p. m. Nov. 9. Student tickets not picked lip by that time will go on sale Nov.
ped the next two 9-15,13-15before finally the Broncos win either match, they will
Il.
rallying to sweep the last two 15-7,15-1I. clinch a tie for the conference crown
The' following evening the Broncos and will host the playoff tournament.
by Tom Lloyd
The University News
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note on one./SU coach

Two cases in point. Walt. AI~ion
coached the Dodgers for 23 yearsori '
a one year, year-to-year contract.
One instate rival down, one to go. They won four world championships'
I thank the Idaho State Bengal during that.time.When the P?d,g<:rs
booster club, athletic and school ad-weren't
going to be good, Alston and
ministration, whatever media and Walter O'Malley would rebuild fO,i the '
alumni, and all those other faceless
next year or future years. Over time;
people who were responsible for let- they had one of the mostsuccessful
ting Jim Koetter go,' to slip right organizations.· "'.
through their hands.
. My other example is Grant' Taeff,
From a Bronco stand point, whee- head football coach at Baylor Univer-'
e-e. Koetter coached Idaho high sity. He took over in 1972and took the
school football in Pocatello for years Bears to the Cotton Bowl as winners
before becoming an assistant to Dave of the Southwest Conference; at the
Kragethorpe; the man who guided the end of the 1974season. Itwas the first
Bengals to the, 1981 I-AA national
time in 50'years that Baylor won, the.
championship and spoiled their
SWC. Yet, a few years later spme pf:
followers but good. Kragethorpe left my good friends from Baylor told me
after the 1982 season and it was only they were trying to get rid, of Taeff.
logical the hometown boy and favorite Fortunately they didn't, They\ye,nt
get the job.
,
back to the Cotton Bowl iii 1982: For';
His first year, ISU finished second
tunately he didn't take the;Q!1ive~i!y .
in the conference, but were invited to of Southern California offer this last
. the playoffs only to lose in the first year. LUckily for all the People in~lv-:
round. The next year the Bengals
ed with Baylor program,' he' is
were 4-3 in the conference and 6-5 .dedicated to the school and will stay
overall. In 1985, those two numbers' . to continue building the prQgl'3l}1., ,
reversed. Then the next two. years' . Many pcopledon't~izcth'at'Joh~
were not so good for the Bengal
Wooden, the Wizard of weStWood",~s
faithful-grim. The good news those . many referred 10 him, didn'tstil~~ilJ~:
two years was ISU beat Boise State ning wntil he had been at UCLA for
both years. and Idaho' the last. Pre- a number of years.
",,'
Kragethorpe, that would have been
. All these, people were company
enough. But not any more.
people. So was JiinKoetttrr.Ho~ ~~,
Idaho State doesn't really have that was relieved of his duties, to put in
rich tradition in football that Boise tactfully, was in a most ignominious
State has. ISU has had eight coaches
way. I feel -for Jim, but he is a. ~ursince joining the Big Sky Conference;
vivor. POcatello High School snatchBSU has had four. The Bengals have ed him up, and he led them to the siate
finished first in the conference twice
playoffs.
, .' .'
in 25 years; the Broncos have finishI don't feel sorry for anyone' c'o~ed five in 17 years. The point here is ' nected with the firing.' As far as
the program in eastern Idaho is one concerned, they gpt whatthey deserve.'
of musical coaches.
and will continue to get. Nothing
But no so Jim Koetter. He is a against Garth Hall, but win or lose, '
native. For years, he coached localhe will move on. Koetter, in allproIy, through good and bad seasons. It's bability, won't have. ISU had their
the yin and yang ofthings, especially
chance, but they blew it royally. 1bugh
in Pocatello and at Idaho State cookies!
.University, He was just perfect for the
So why am I writing about ISm It's
job. He would have stayed through the obvious that I think Jim Koetter is a
thick and thin of it all and he would good man and a good coach. But
have won at times. Nobody can win
more importantly, it is always better
all the time, but, since 1981,lSU peo- to learn from someone else's mistake,
pIe have been lost in that year .
by Tom Lloyd
The University News
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You heard it here first

,

BOISE
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STATE

Pick up student ~ickets prior to early deadline
Wednesday, Nov. 9, at 5 p.m.

'

UNIVERSITY

II!iil!IlI

TO$

STUDENT LOAN

ADVERTISING
SAUS
COMMISSION
GAS ALLOWENCE
INTERNSHIP

'The University News
is now hiring
Ad sates Representatives

CALL
345-8204

GALLERY

~l.

NEW,Federal Regulations' REQUIRE

LOAN DEBT COUNSELING

801 West Bannock. St.·

YOU MUST ATTEND

a session before your
SPRING LOAN CHECK

will be given to you
for details see
THE BSU FINANCIAL AID OFFICE
ADMINISTRATION BLDG. ROOM Jt:.117

1 .. -

Into a reeyel/ngbln when you
are through reading It

FLAMING
IGUANA

THE VN.lVERSI1Y NEWS

RECIPIENTS

Dump the U. News

FOR MORE INFO

WORK AROUND
YOURCOUEGE

, SCHEDUlE

v. E., Illinois

BSU

The U. News will not be published the Monday after Thanksgiving so that staff members
may spend the holiday with tneir families.
We'll be back Dec. 5 for the big pre-Christmas blowout issue.

The· Ferrari of Dance. Clubs

now'serving alcohoUc beve~es
to those of· legal age '

FRIDAY and sATuRDAYS

9-2

SPEC1ALFRIDAY

$3.00 with University
10th & Grove-

18:6: OLDER

LD.

-

'336-0672

NovemberZ,

----San FrancIsco anyone? I Willbe travel"
ingto S.F. on Nov. 21, 1988 (at night)
coming back on 24th. Seeking Driver
~rRider; Call 343-2514 leave message.

BLOOM .COUNTY
...._.

11

....._---by..--BerkeBreathed·

.~

~

---"Shy
Bladder?"'--Can't urinate in public? You're not
alone! My secrets to "turning on the
faucet" BoisLine P.O. Box 8182 Boise,
10. 83707:

1988 The University News

.-~

..

! Printer.'

C-ITOH printer with NLQ
and Draft. Prints in. Biue, Red and
Black selling for $225.00 or will trade
. with new model typewriter. Call
343-2514Jeave message.
Meetings or class space for rentin a
church, M'iU hold 20 to 200. Reasonable
Rates Call 377-8843
Student Help. Wanted
$3.85 an hour' and up student union
operations.
Cruise Shi~
NOwHiring Men 'and Women. Summer
&,C:ueer Opportunities (Will Train).
Excellent Pay Plus World Travel.
Hawaii, Bahamas, Caribbean, Etc. Call
No',\'-!!2~736-7000 ext: mc
J(lbs In Australia
immediate. opening for Men and'
Women. $11,000 to $60,000. Construetion,Mariufacturing, Secretarial Work,
Nurses, Engineering, Sales, Hundreds
of 10bs:Listed.Call Now 206-736-7000
ext. :iJoA
.
Roommate
.Wanted,
Preferrably
Female, no excessivealcohol, no drugs,
non-smoker. $is5.00 mo Rent (Includes
!-feat) phis lh phone and If.! electric.
Call 6:30-9:00 p.m. Phone 336-7516
In search of enthusiastic people to
join my newlyforming comedy committee. Please Contact or leave
message. Mark Nelson, BSU Student
Programs
Board Comedy Chair
385-31l47 or 385~3655.
"

•

j'

-

.

Dear Gram Knapp,
Love and Kisses from 11 and Jennifer.
Happy Halloween and Happy Birthday!

Tutors Needed Immediately
$$ Get paid and help another student.
RequirementsB or better in the course
and at least 3.0 GPA. Tutors needed in'
P¥-I01, PY·121, CS-358, LI-30S,
CM-131, E-122, E-IOl, and E-102. Call
today 385-3583, Student Support
Program.
Mountain Bike- Specialized Rockhopper, used only 5 months, 16" frame,
index shifting, biopace crankset,
cramoly frame, -royal blue. Call
336-8630
$10-$660. Weekly & Up Mailing Circulars! RUSH self addressed stamped
envelope to OPPORrUNITY
9016
Wilshire Blvd. Box.226, Dept. E, Beverly Hills, CA. 90211
For Sale IBM Selectric II typewriter
and oak stereo cabinet with glass doors.
Reasonable prices; willing to bargain .
or trade. Call Melissa Williams,
342-2829
Old Fashioned Charm Must sell 2
bedroom I bath ~home "move in" condition. Includes range, refrigerator &
upgrades. Nice neighborhood near
BSU 1608 Rinehart. Bargain at $36,500
phone 385-1757
"Factfmders" Library research service
finding facts fast, term papers, reports,
presentations call 384-1039 leave
message.
Wanted: Single Parents' Support,
Fun, Family oriented activities, Boise, '
chapter Parents' Without Partners.

Nanny $150-250 per week
Do you love and enjoy working with
LOOking for a Fraternity, Sorority, Stu- children? Need a break? Money for
dent 'OrganiZation or exceptional in- . school? Comfortable homes, carefully
selected families, ample free time to ex.dividualswho would like to potential,
plore social and educational oppormake $1009.00 or more sponsoring
QuALITY SKI and BEACH trips on , tunities of the historic, Northeast. One
campus. .For further information call year commitment necessary. Call or.
write: Suzanne Pack, Child-Care PlaceKirk. at·Great.
Destinations, Inc.
ment Service, Inc., 739 Rim View
,1-800~258-9191.
Lane, Twin Falls, 10 83301, (208)
201', X'30'; Color'Posters, From slide 733-7790
or negative, only $10.99 w/university
Government Homes from $1.00. "U
LD. Card. Hill Drug Stores - BroadwayShopping Center & 8th and Fort Repair". Also tax delinquent property. Call 805-644-9533 ext. 1004
:si.~~· .

Iy,

.Thinking of taking some time off
.frnm scl,091? We need Mother's
'Helpers. Household
duties and
'childcare, Live in exciting New York
:City suburbs. Room, board and salary
.includcd.
203-622-4959
or
'914-273-1626
Wa~t'to Learn a Great Hobby? Free
bridge lessons from professional Bruce
Ferguson. Tuesday Evenings; 7:30 in
the B.S.U. ,SUB Building. Beginning
Oct. 4.
'

"Attention-Hiring! Government jobsyour area. $15,000 - $68,000. Call (602)
838-8885. Ex.t. 5924"
Rushing home for Christmas? Looking for a gift 10 take or Icave with someone here? Try a MUFFIN GIFT
BASKET! Mostly Muffins, 111·Broadway 343-6835.

Lost and Found and- Brain Bran
will not be appearing this week.
L&F was lost (we expect (0 find it soon)
andBB got mental constipation, we think.

'See
eSE-E-

Liquid 'nitrogen, dry ice and their effects on other
: materials

Crossword
Puzzle

· Jee- '

· All this and more Tuesday, November 8, 4:30 p.m. in the
· EdllcationBuilding; J{oom 112.

BSUMONDAY NIGHT

:P~G

'·'SPECIALS

:NEW
,

5Choo8e

SPECIALS

l~~I':1.=-~Of
EIe8nor
13P8Ir
14 Run easily
15Be1ore

GHoul

body

compound

51Wrtt.
52_t
55Trt81
58 yMrty ••

'

571ltnM

,8atallte

Petalan

18 ManuflC1ured

~OP_
21N ....
23 COncerning
2~_t.

.

Solution ttl
last week'spuzzle

10Moneged

11_1

45 Not. or ecale
~1 H8W8I18n
rootltock
~G CIlemIcal

$1. ALL:gJ];ES

n

BPI .....
1 Ped8ldlglt
81ndlon mulbony

1BChor81
compollltion
1BMIlfTY
1lJPronoun

~Bet'orenoon
~4 Heavenly

Jm:

3 ....trte meUlJre
~ Sun god •
5Aromu

2G Sudsy bnIoI
30 SChod. abbr.
32 Doctrines
33_.
34 EJcplred
SSF_Ior
"aumrner"'·
38 GoU mound
37 Grant. Uleor
38 Transaction
~0Ceen.
41 Thoroughfare:
llbbr;

withBSUI.D.
PRO Baseball. Basketball & Football games

GAME

1 At a dlttanoe

2BArmlldOio
28 Qulldroped

::'~$2.PITCHERS
'...,-ALL

DOWN

ACROSS

The'
Weekly

: Dr. Gary" Mercer, author of The AmazIng world of the
'. Very Cold.

bbr.

11 Strip 01 cloth
20 Unmarried

woman .

, 22 SY)l1bo1 IOf
tanlal.i.lm
25 Having

weapon.

26 Priest',
YOOlment

21 Check.
28 Huten
2G PmJdentllll
nk:kname
31 Paid notices

33l..1rnprey
34l0Y0d ....
3BM"'"

domesticated
...
3; Become aware
01
3G Babylonian

~~.

5A TEO
RO A 5 T
MA 1M EO
ME R , NO
l I AR
A M5
I T
T R I
P E TAL
1M
50
I L 5
T E
A R AR
T H 5
WR AI
5 E RIN
5M E E
10 EA
AV E R 5
5 T E E PER
TO
5A R I 5
E T AH
HIE
OT5
A I L
lO
5 E
T E A l
B lO
E l E V EN
5 E R E N E
R E 5 T 51!111
1!ll0 E B I T

o

o

dollY

~2PIlC!l,
« Man', nlckn~
45 PerIod oIl .. tlng
48Emmete
<l8P_

pronoun

50 Music:.!
written
51 Edlbl ....

d

53 LeUn
con)unclloo

54 COroner: llbbr.

::JJig :'Screen, T.V.
D,.Uy.llalll-2am

s&S 7a11l-2an,
\

-------------'--._---,

--'---.

------------------~--,
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._--------------_...
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Cheerleaders deem body passing degr~l~ir(g::~':

Fast:'Food

spots•.
~.
,
.:.
If you want a' real hamburger, then
Continued from page 3
[CPS]-Although Naval Academy ofthe Dutch Oven reigns supreme. The
tions, With the exception of Cobby's, cafe's Specialties areblue plates and . fleials dismiss midshipmen's long tradihiunburgers with frIes•.TheOven serves' tion of passing cheerleaders from optIley have the proverbial happy hour-a
misnomer since. the. actual time is one thing for breaIcmst and lunch, but posing teams through the stands as
harmless fun, Yale cheerleaders call it
iris just like home; Breakfast changes;
longer. B&B has the usual after-work
sexual' assault" and have filed a comtype, while Buster's and Murphy's have lunch is alWlrjs a mammoth hiunburger
plaint with the academy citing the conand fruit salad.
a wide assortment of drinks and times
Victoria's in Garden City is a well- duct of midshipmen at an Oct. I footthat fallunder happy hour specials and
kept secret of Mexican . food afi- ball game.
happy hour.
Sophomore cheerleader Kim Reeder
Beyond our local world, for that ex- . cionados. The family hails from the
told the Yale Daily News that she sufMcAllen area in Texas, which is deep,
pensive, impressive time, Peter Schott's
deep southern Texas. The food is not fered bruises and scratches when she
and' Hennessey's are still. considered
uptown-literally for Hennessey's. Both buried under piles of guacamole, sour was passed feet-first into the stands durcream, lettuce and tomatoes. It doesn't
reflect Boise elegance and opulence.
ing the Yale-Navy game, and that her
JB's on Capitol Boulevard' is look like it is made up to go to chureh.
skirt was rolled back,
The incident left the cheerleaders so
reasonable, tasty and has the good 01' Instead, it is semi-authentic, modified
for the gringo, but it is about as authen- upset that they were unable to perform
college stuff-your-gut options.
tic as one is going to get. I like it not well during the rest of tile game, said
If you have a bent for places of charm
Anna Chavez, captain .of the .Yale
and character and any place with the only because of the tastes but because
they fix it in the 'way I request it. One cheerleading squad.
sign "CAFE" out front would do,
"I don't care if the Navy considers
Jim's Coffee Shop at 8th 'lind Fort, the thing: Don't be shocked if the food does
State Court Cafe on State Street, and not look like Garcia's.
it a common practice:' said Betty.
the Save-On on 16th and Main are the
Trachtenberg, Yale's dean of student affairs. "I don't find it justifiable at all."
"I guess it's possible t~ be transfer-

$20 billion needed to patch up before' they fall down

.

U.S. college buildings deterlortlnq
[CPS]-Colleges and universities' nationwide need $20 billion to patch up
buildings before they fall-down. $50
billion is needed to halt campuses'
physical deterioration, according to an
Oct. 13 report issued by the Association of Physical Plant Administrators of
Universities and Colleges and the Na-

,

tional Assocaiation of College and
Univerity Business Officers.
Some. campuses need ordinary
repairs in masonry, plumbing, e1ectical
systems, roofing and other parts of
buildings. Other schools have outdated
classrooms and laboratories or hidden
problems, such as termites, according

to Walter Shaw, physical plant administrators association,
Studies estimate that institutions
budgeted $1.2 billion for repair and
maintenance last year, one-fourth of
what was actually needed.

.

.'

red up to thestan<\s without any sexual
contact; but that's not the Wlrj it happened here," Reeder said.
campus officials at Arizona State and
the University' of WtsCl?nsin, .among
others, have cracked down on "body
passing," because many women consider it degrading and because of the
potential for injury.
Navy officials call it good, clean fun.
Jim Kiser, an academy spokesman, said
he was sure the midshipmen meant no
harm. "There is always horseplay go-

" ,'"
,--<-,-~.":~,,,~::.";:'-"~'::";
ing llI'()und," Kiser sai~.·~.The~' $II's:
are just fun-loving men:~.
.
•
The cheerleaders said they want an- .
apology from the midshipmen,aiOlig:
with a ..guarantee that it Will not hap-:
pen again"
.
When Army played Yale thefoll,ow-:
ing weekend, the cadets asked to pass.
some of the Yale cheerleadersthrough]
the stands, Chavez said. "My girls.
couldn't believe it:' she said, adping.the;
answer was a firm "No."
..

Colleges oppose 'Playboy';
campus recruitment
[CPS]-Administrators at six Catholic
colleges are outraged that Playboy
magazine plans to recruit women at
their schools for a pictorial entitled
"The Women of the Big East."
"We were shocked to learn that
they're planning such a feature," said
Martin Healy, a spokesman for St.
John's University in New York. "Public
nudity is against our morals, They will
not be permitted on campus."
The Rev. 1. Donald Menan, president
of Boston College, called Playboy
"symbolic of the exploitation of.
American women."
Playboy spokeswoman Elizabeth Norris said the men's magazine does not
seek the cooperation of administrators
at any college it visits. Instead, it adver-

tises its search off-campus and in student newspapers.
_
Student newspapers at. Texas Chris-.
tian University, Harvard and.California-'
Berkeley have refused to take recruiting
ads from Playboy.
~" .' ....
Catholic scliools, Healysaid,'have a:
special obligation-to object. "We may;
communicate with the studentbody and.
point out to them that this wouldbe of c.'
fensive to everything we stand for. This
really is designed to. exploit women,"
and that's another reason ,we're
unalterably opposed to i.t.' "
.,:
Playboy photographers were sched- ..
uled to visit their first Catholic college,
campus Providence College in Rhode
Island. Oct. 26.
, -,:,:::~ ,;:
1- _,."-',;

r ~... :."
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If you think,s~'ar:~::

"I wasnt rubbing
it in-I just wanted
Eddie to know
the score of
last nights game.".

belts areco~fmi~Q~~,:

think abollt a ,.,....
wheelchair~
r

Go ahead and gloat. You can
rub it in all the way to Chicago
with A1&TLong Distance Service.
Besides, your best friend Eddie
was the one who said your team
could never win three straight.
SO give him a call. It costs a
lot less than you think to let him
know who's headed for the Playoffs.
Reach out and touch someone"
If youtllike to know more about
AJ&T products and services, like
International Calling and the A1&T
Card, call us at 1 800 222-0300.

.

'

Wed. NOV. 16
r.lIKTVB""
\lI~ •._""

.

7:30PM
ALL TICKETS $2.00 OFFl
KTVB th. 7 FAMILY NIGHT

Thu. NOV.17 :
,
7:30PMt
FrL NOV,IB
,
7:30PM
sal. NOV,19:.."1!:00AML,,,,, ..,,, ,,,,,,..7:30PM
Sun. NOV.20 """""""" .." ..."1:30PM ..,,..5:30PM
tSAVE $1.00 On Kids Ages2·11,.
, '. Compliments of K·I06 1<:10 S/m'
All SEATS RESERVED .PRICEINCWDES TAX

'$8.00

- $10.50

. Information: (208) 385-3535

TO GET YOUR TIC~E1'&
IN PERSON: RS.U. BOX OFFICES(Pavilion,
Morrison Center. Student Union BUilding) .and.all
SEI.EClA-SEAT outlets inCluding. :.X.· .'
THE BAZAAR~i:lnd
~~
.
gate in Boise), ALBERTSON'S (Boise. Nampa.
Caldwell & Ontario) GEM STATE ,SPORTING'
GOODS (Mtn. Home), .and POPCORN ALLEY
(Meridian) lconvenience charge lidded at.out1el$}
J

ATlaT

The· right choice.

BY PHONE: (208) 381H~6

M~n,.~rr.~

10 AM to 4:30 PM .• Use VISA or MASTER,
CARD {COIWflience chaife B<1ded on pho(>e iJtrIetsI.

BY MAIL: Send selt •.add~ssed, sllll11P\'d
envelope with check or money order p.ay.ablll
to SELECT.p,.SEAT,Dlsneys World On Ice. c/o
B.S.U. P.avlllon,
1910Universlty Dr.. BoIse.ID
83725 ($2.50CO<J'en'eiJce ~

~man, ~

ICE FOlliES

and HOLIDAY

ON ICE '.'

